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AHEAD OF THE PACK



Feeling like you can’t find the perfect truck 
for smaller jobs? Not looking to compromise 
performance for size? Then you have to take a 
look at the impressive 20CS! Now offered with 
a rustproof composite body, this stylish 20-ton 
machine is ideal to tow tractors and heavy trucks 
and for recovery in urban areas.

www.nrc-industries.com
Tel: 450 379-5796
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BASIC FORKS - 4 SETS - ALL UNDERLIFTS

* 1 x Standard Bracket Set
* 1 x Swivel Receivers Set
* 1 x Back Axle Forks Set
* 2 x Chain forks

_______________________________________

HD -3

* Reach (from tailboard) fully retracted : 68’’ <1727 mm>
* Reach (from tailboard) fully extended : 99.5’’ <2838 mm>
* Structural rating fully retracted : 35,000 lbs <16,000 kg>
* Structural rating fully extended : 15,000 lbs <6,800 kg>

_______________________________________

HD-3 (Euro)

* Reach (from tailboard) fully retracted :74.6’’ <1895 mm> 
* Reach (from tailboard) fully extended :144.5’’ <3670 mm>
* Structural rating fully retracted : 35,000 lbs <16,000 kg>
* Structural rating fully extended : 16,000 lbs <7250 kg>

WRECKER SPECIFICATION

Capacity: 20 Tons
Working hydraulic pressure 3000 PSI
Composite body 102’’ wide (including fenders)
140’’ CA (from cab to center of rear axle)

BOOM SPECIFICATIONS

Two stage boom: Standard
Boom structural rating fully retracted: 40,000 lbs @35°
Boom structural rating fully extended: 15,000 lbs @55°
Reach past tailgate fully extended : 147’’
Maximum Boom working height  : 256’’
Boom range of elevation: 55°
360° sheave head

WINCHES & STEEL WIRE ROPE

Dual 20,000 lbs planetary winches
Wire rope: 5/8’’ x 200’’
Air tensioners
Air free spools
Optional: 2 speed winches

UNDERLIFT SPECIFICATIONS

Great return on investment: This affordable, light 
and dependable unit has a very low operating cost. 
Light, compact, and easy to maneuver, the 20CS 
Composite Slider has superior recovery capabilities 
that outclass other competing 20-ton units.

Great performance: The Slider System provides 
this unit with recovery capabilities and flexibility 
that are simply unmatched by others in its category.  
Match it with a NRC detachable tag axle and tow 
heavier units at a fraction of the cost, while flying 
over scales!

More fun: Conveniently located controls, easy 
access lockers and a new, interference-free, quick-
latching detachable underlift turns every jobsite 
into a playground.
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